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EID LUNCH
Duke’s celebrated the end of 
Ramadan with an Eid lunch on 
the 3rd July for staff. Staff were 
treated to a hot meal and a 
dessert. 

To quote a few teachers: “thanks 
for organising this annual event 
and bringing staff together to 
celebrate together the end 
of Ramdhan - the food was 
amazing“ 

Many thanks for all the staff 
who supported the event and 
for those who came along from 
Duke’s and the Vale . 

Mr I Sayid
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DUKE’S ALDRIDGE ACADEMY: 
BRISTOL UWE BUSINESS 

RESIDENTIAL
Article by Sofia Dos Santos 9K, Keeti Tolera 9H, 

Tyra Amankwah 9J and Nehir Ispir 9J

Day 1:
We spoke about the different Aldridge attributes and how a lot 
of them were going to be used in our projects - attributes like 
teamwork, passion and determination. The first group activity 
that brought us closer was an activity where we had to make 
a tower out of marshmallows and dried spaghetti. We had the 
“simply do” ideas meeting, which was a meeting that brought 

together all the different ideas we had.

Day2:
We had to create and entrepreneurial superhero.  We had to 

draw out a businessman/woman with special annotated features 
like big eyes seeking for more opportunities to improve. The 

purpose of this activity was to identify the characteristics needed 
to stand out, in a good way, in the business world also to be a 

dominant, representative leader and to expand our business idea 
that we’re very passionate about.

Day 3:
I met the NatWest business accelerator and a few of her 

colleagues explaining the foundation of introducing our 
characteristics in the business society and how to thrive with 

determination to meet our aspirations and goals. In addition, we 
learnt how to pitch our ideas using structured format achieving 

all the aspects. This developed my business skills in terms of 
adapting to specific layouts.

Day 4:
One last talk we had was about different software to use to 

organise important information for the company. Emily Smith 
talked about how this software would be used for keeping 
accurate records, compliance, speed & efficiency and cash 

flow & budgeting. We learned new and important subjects in 
the business and entrepreneur department - which was really 

interesting and full of information - and more about life in that 
department. Each talk was very detailed which made it easier 

for us to understand and will hopefully teach us life lessons and 
make us more successful in the future. 

SCHOOL VOICES 2019
At the start of the Spring term a wish list was devised of topics 

that tutor groups wanted to bring to the school council’s 
attention.  Tutor groups were asked to put forward at least 3 
ideas.  Some topics raised were pertinent to particular year 

groups.  An overall commonality that students across all year 
groups shared was their desire to discuss the food provision in 

Purple Diner.  Our students love to talk about food! Students 
wanted to raise the issue of costs, selection choices, portion 

sizes, repetitive menus, overcrowding in Purple Diner, too 
many rice dishes and better value for money options, to 

name but a few. Council members would like to meet with 
Purple Diner staff to discuss these issues and to submit 

their own suggestions for improvements.

The following are some of the topics raised -

Year 7 –Better solutions to medical problems; lockers; after 
school socials; clocks in every classroom; introduction of 

student monitors;  year rota to use the astroturf; removing 
chewing gum under tables; review of referral system to 

ensure changes in students’ behaviour.

Year 8-  FSM students to be able to use their allowance at 
break; more trips; inconsistency of referrals; continuation 

of ‘Accelerated Reader’; broken furniture attended to.

Year 9 – Reduction of plastic water bottles sold by the 
Diner; accessible taps to fill up water bottles around school; 
more glue sticks; more rewards and trips; repairs to broken 

toilets/locks; toilet bins emptied more frequently; newer 
computers; more material in Art and Textiles.

Year 10- Lockers; enterprise days; frequent set changes in 
Science and RE; soap in the toilets; trainers instead of shoes; 

not having all TRAR assessments in one week, raising 
awareness on mental health.

Year 11 –Head boy/girl appointments; being allowed off site 
at lunch; continuation of trips, rewards for student, not just 

certificates.

Some council members met with members of the Aldridge 
Trust on Thursday 7th March.  They felt that they represented 

the school council positively and shared a lot of their ideas and 
previous discussions.  “It was really good – we had so much to 

talk about.  They were really interested in what we had to say!” 
(Nana Agyeman Bediako).

Students were concerned to hear about Cyclone Idai striking 
Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Malawi causing destruction and 

mayhem and wanted to collect donations for the charity’s relief 
fund.  By visiting tutors groups over two days, they raised the 

sum of £210.63.  Thank you to the school community for your 
generosity.

Ms J Thompson

HARINGEY’S 
ATTENDANCE: 

FIXED PENALTY 
NOTICE CODE OF 

CONDUCT
As from September the new criteria for a 

Fixed Penalty Notice will be 6 sessions 
in a 6 week period, so if your child is to 
be absent before or after the summer 

holiday, you may be issued with FPNs on 
your return.

For more information, please contact 
Ms Cloherty on 

scl@dukesacademy.org.uk 
or 0208 275 4825
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DUKE’S DEBATE SOCIETY
 
Karima (Yr9), Tyrel (Yr 7) & Alex (Yr10) competed in 
the ESU Mace style debate competition early this year.
Competing with six other schools in the Haringey 
competition, all being sixth form or yr11 students, our 
brave debaters challenged the opposition schools with 
some excellent rebuttals in which we won our debate 
round but didn’t get into the top 3 as it was based on 
highest points scored.

However, all debaters in the competition were 
captivated by the confidence and charisma from the 
smallest and youngest on the night, Tyrel, followed 
by the outstanding courage and leadership skills 
displayed by our debate captain Karima. 
Debating at Duke’s academy has grown from 
strength to strength over the years as we now 
await our next challenge in which we are certain 
our team will be successful.

Mr Jaffer

DUKE’S DEBATE SOCIETY 
CHAMPIONS

 
Duke’s Debate team rebutted with great passion and 

articulation against 4 other schools in the 2019 MDX finals 

competition and they WON!!
Facilitated by their Captain Karima (yr9), 1st speaker Tyrel 

(yr7) 2nd speaker Giovanni (yr10) and our Government 
Whip Deshawn (yr10) they won all three rounds in the 

knockout stages impressing all 3 judges, especially Tyrel who 
was the youngest there and was awarded the MVP title. 

Our awesome debate team then went on to win all three 
rounds and scored the highest overall in the finals.

The judges and organisers were once again so impressed 
with each of their performances and understanding of the 

British. However, instead of going up to receive their prizes 
and trophy they wanted to receive their feedback first on 

how to improve for the next battle which starts in the new 
academic year. This demonstrates their real passion for 

debating and their drive to succeed. 

Their motions included:

“This house believes that performance enhancing drugs should be 
allowed in sports”

“This house would ban demolishing historical monuments”

Our debate team battled in a fierce yet humble manner 
throughout the competition.

Thank you

Mr Jaffer

DUKE’S ALDRIDGE 
ACADEMY IN 
HARINGEY TO RECEIVE 
PRESTIGIOUS 
UNICEF UK AWARD
It is now official that we have been awarded 
the Silver Rights Respecting School Award by 
Unicef UK. 
Championed by our #RIGHTS4U group Zalia 
(Yr8) Vanessa (Yr8) Hazal (Yr9) Norbet (Yr9) 
& Jesscia (Yr10).
Silver is given to schools that make excellent 
progress towards embedding the principles of 
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 
into its ethos and curriculum. 
The Award recognises achievement in putting 
the United Nations Convention on the Rights 
of the Child at the heart of a school’s planning, 
policies and practice.  A Rights Respecting 
School is a community where children’s rights 
are learned, taught, practised, respected, 
protected and promoted. 
To illustrate our commitment, teachers 
have embedded the UN rights for the child 
into their lessons and have created a rights 
respecting classroom. Furthermore, the year 
9 cohort spent a day creating their own 
businesses that would help solve some of the 
world issues as highlighted by the UN Global 
Goals. 
Our goal now is to achieve the Rights 
Respecting School Gold award Gold Award in 
which Duke’s Aldridge Academy will become 
ambassadors for our young people across 
Haringey.

If you would like to find out more about the 
many other events and activities we 
have held at Duke’s academy with 
relation to the UN then please 
speak to any member of staff.

Thank you

Mr Jaffer
UN RRSA co-ordinator

ALEX BRENNAN 
LINKLATERS

Linklaters this year was an enlightening experience 
because I was taught a lot of things that will benefit 

me as an adult. My mentor always tried his hardest to 
help my partner and I and that was good because it 

meant we understood a lot more. My favourite session 
was the one based around CV writing because I had 
no idea about what to do with one and to help, our 
mentor brought in his own CV. I would recommend 
the mentoring program to coming year 10 students 

because it is a new and beneficial experience that will 
become vital in the coming years 
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‘BALANCE FOR BETTER’: 
INTERNATIONAL 

WOMEN’S DAY TEA
To celebrate International Women’s Day, we 

hosted an afternoon tea on Friday 8th March. 
Twenty fantastic female historians from Years 
7-10 were invited, and participated in a speed 

networking event with an array of inspiring 
women from across a variety of fields.

Students engaged in discussions with ten 
different special guests – including politicians, 

performers, academics and entrepreneurs. 
We were even joined by Susan Oudot, a 

scriptwriter of Coronation Street and Kadeen 
Corbin, gold medal winner in Netball at the 

Commonwealth games. Our students came to 
realise that all careers and opportunities are 
open to them, and that one’s gender should 

never be an impediment to success.

Once we had partaken in the delightful 
variety of foods on offer – big thank you 

to Ms. Harrison for the amazing cakes 
and sandwiches – we discussed a wealth 

of questions. These included obstacles we 
faced, women we found inspiring and advice 

our guests would give to their adolescent 
selves. The conversations were insightful 

and revealing, and our students conducted 
themselves in an extremely professional 

manner. 

The tea ended with every person present 
making a commitment for the next year. 
Our students were inspired, but perhaps 

even more so, our guests were left 
incredibly impressed and inspired to by 

the brilliant young girls at Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy. Sometimes women’s voices can 

be overpowered, lost and not heard. At this 
event, we reclaimed our voices.

Ms Thompson

YEAR 11 PROM
The year 11 prom held on 28th June was a 
prestigious and joyous affair, a wonderful 
celebration of the end of five years of Secondary 
education.  The year group magically transformed before 
our eyes!  Our boys attended, suited and booted, looking 
wonderfully smart and sharp.  Our girls were a sight to behold 
in all their finery, oozing elegance, style and charm.   Coiffured 
hairstyles and stylish loafers were the order of the evening. The 
prom was held at Tottenham Town Hall in the beautifully crafted 
Moselle Hall with its ornate sculptured ceiling and wood panelled 
walls.  The centre staircase leading up to the Moselle hall provided 
a wonderful backdrop for stunning photographs. As students 
arrived, they took the opportunity to pose for photographs outside 
the venue, enjoying the pleasant summer evening.   Everyone 
enjoyed a wonderful meal prepared by Ms Harrison and her team 
of staff.  The Deejay kept everyone on the dance floor partying 
hard to his tunes.  Staff felt so proud of you all that evening, the 
manner in which you conducted yourselves: the friendships, respect 
and unity amongst you. Thank you to all the staff that attended this 
evening, shared this experience with our students and made it a 
special and memorable night.  

Year 11, please accept a huge congratulations on the manner in 
which you conducted yourself during the stressful examination 
period.  You approached your exams with diligence, commitment 
and determination.  We certainly hope that your hard work will be 
rewarded with good results on 22nd August 2019.  The academy 
looks forward to welcoming you back on this date and sharing 
your examination successes
Finally, we would like to take this opportunity to wish you well in 
all your future endeavours.  Seize the moment, take advantage 
of all opportunities that pass your way, choose well and 
remember to enjoy life.  You are now ready to move 
on and upwards!  Good luck and take care.

Ms Thompson

HIT MY TARGET 
NEW ARTICLE
Hit My Target is a BME programme working across cohort Y7 to 
Y11. Over the past year students were exposed to new ideas and 
skills enhancing their personal development.

 The programme began in October with a memorable presentation
by local publisher and author of Black Inventors and Scientist in
History, Michael Williams. His  presentation of Educating Black 
Boys Through The Knowledge STEM, kept students, parents and 
staff captivated.

Tyrel of Y7 was awarded black inventors and scientists books. 

The month of October also saw twenty-five Y10 students taken 
to the Emirates Stadium exploring YFYA career development 
(Your Future Your Ambition). Students were involved in interactive 
session with different companies ranging from HMS Forces to 
Cambridge University. 

 Godfred Y10:
“Hit My Target has provided me with multiple opportunities to
achieving my goal”

Paul Morrison, once the Education Sector Lead UK & I of Hewitt 
Packard and presently with Microsoft, is currently ‘Hit My Target’ 
Champion. Paul has been carrying out consultation and running 
sessions with HMT students across each cohort, since 2018. 
He recently visited Duke’s Aldridge Academy to address Y7/Y8 
students on 16th May 2019. Paul was able to inspire students with 
his motivational speech around career choices. Students were also 
engaged in role-playing the danger which entrapment poses to 
young people.

16/17 of May students of Y7/Y8 and Y10 were visited by 
Christopher Eduardo who is currently residing in the USA. 
Christopher is an ex student of now Dukes Academy. He was able 
to inspire students by relating to his experience of academic fears. 
Chris is now a university graduate who attended USA on a football 
scholarship. He also runs his own clothesline company.
    
Kwakou Mawulawde 
Coordinator Hit My Target

Amazing experience. 
Met some wonderful and 
successful women. Much 
food. Much appreciation. 

Much empowerment.

IASMINA AZIS
YEAR 10

“

”

Meeting inspirational 
women was an amazing 

opportunity; I thoroughly 
enjoyed it!

KARIMA KHANOM
YEAR 9

“

”

Amazing! It was great 
to be part of such 

an experience!

LUANA MIU
YEAR 9

“

”
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Jessy can be seen 
trying out his 

robotic skills at the 
Emirates Stadium.
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ACCELERATED 
READER NEWS
As we come to the end of the academic year our year 
7 and 8 students have read and quizzed on over 16,000 
books and read over a staggering 143 million words – 
10 million up from last year. 
We have been awarded Master School Status, Master Project 
Managers. Over 60% of our classes have achieved Masterclass 
status resulting in certificates and prestigious badges for 
students concerned.  Over half a million students in the UK use 
Accelerated Reader and our success is still the envy of many 
schools. 

Duke’s have had several star readers over the year. Shashi in 
year 7 has read an unbelievable 4 million words. In total we have 
30 word millionaires at the time of going to press. 

There have been lots of lucky dips and rewards in assembly. A 
recent reward trip,  funded by Inumidun in 8K’s Jack Petchey 
prize, saw 17 star readers and librarians visit  Vue cinema in 
Wood Green. Inumidan said she was “proud to support the 
library and AR”. 

As we head towards the end of term some students have made 
remarkable reading progress, notably Isaiah in 7H who has 
consistently achieved a reading age of 16years and 6 months 
and Artiom Grigoriev in 8H who has made over 3 years 
progress since September. Isaiah stated, “I like the fact that I 
can see my results. I like the competition”. 

Please encourage your child in yr 7 to read a 
challenging book over the holidays and be ready 
to quiz once back at school in year 8. 

FAREWELL 
MS J THOMPSON

I arrived at NPCS in Sept 1988, a mere slip of a girl.  
This was my second teaching post, having left the 

London Borough of Sutton.

So many changes have occurred during my time here.  The physical changes have been 
immense.  I remember the days when there was a redgra playing surface instead of 

an astroturf, a large grass mound and stone seating area in the playground, prefab 
Science classrooms behind the Sports hall, and a first floor walkway linking the 

main building with the Art block.  The building of the MPH,  Humanities block, Food 
Technology classrooms, the relocation of the library to its current position, as well 
as the creation of the Purple Lane enclosure were completed during my time here. 

Where did all those years go? 

I have worked under many head teachers, heads of faculties and heads of 
departments and with lots of tutors.  To name them all would be a task in itself!  I 

have overseen 4 different year groups from Years 7/8 through to Year 11, each cohort 
uniquely different from the others.  It is always lovely to meet ex- students’ years 

after they have left who are willing to share the progress of their lives with me 
especially when they have positive memories of our school.  

  
I have enjoyed my time working in an N17 postcode.   The cultural diversity, 

experiences and richness which this school has is an absolutely beautiful thing!  Our 
students have made me proud over the years – their politeness, good manners and 

zest for learning have made my time here rewarding.  I have enjoyed getting to know 
generations of the same families.  It is a testament to us that many parents who were 

students here themselves are confident and trusting in sending their own children 
here.

There is so much that I will miss here.  The camaraderie amongst the staff, the 
support given and received, the many year teams whom I have worked with, the 
students whom we have nurtured and guided on the right paths, watching their 

metamorphosis into capable, resilient  and well equipped 16 year olds ready to make 
their mark in the world.

I believe that I have served my time here well and am looking forward to hanging up 
my tracksuit!

I wish this academy every success on its journey towards ‘Outstanding.’

I will leave with so many good memories of this place and its amazing people.  
I hope that the students will remember me with fondness, even those that 

I gave detentions to!

I am looking forward to a more relaxed way of life. 
Let the adventures begin…………….. !

Ms Thompson

PARIS TRIP!
Mr Warner and I had the pleasure 

of accompanying a group of fabulous 
young people to Paris on 28 June. The 

students were amazing ambassadors 
for the school and it was brilliant to 
see so many of them embracing new 
challenges, from defying their fear of 

heights to climb the Eiffel Tower (“It’s 
too high!” said Dervis – but he did it 

anyway!) to interacting with people 
in French in shops and to ask about 

themselves, to tasting snails for the first 
time!

For many, it was their first time in 
France, and we took a whole range of 

students from different year groups, 
who forged new friendships along the 
way. “It was great to make new friends 

even taller than me and I want to travel 
more in future,” said Jaydiene, in Year 7.

Despite the soaring temperature, 
Disneyland Paris was great fun, and 

cooling off in the swimming pool at our 
accommodation was even better! Paris 

at night, from the Eiffel Tower to the 
Louvre, was simply magical, seen from a 

starry boat trip along the river Seine. 

These trips often provide the blueprint 
for students’ future life adventures 

and successes. “It was truly a trip to 
remember,” said Cem in Year 9. The 

PGL staff commented on how cofident 
and friendly and adventurous our 

young people were. I am a very proud 
French teacher!
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My personal experience at the 
SOAS University, located in 

London, was thrilling and full 
of creativity from beginning 

to end. From this visit, I have 
learnt that there isn’t just one 
type of creative writing, which 
is just your imaginative mind, 

there are many different forms, 
like Flash Fiction etc

NATALIA 8J

“

”

HERE IS WHAT HARINGEY 
6TH FORM COLLEGE 
WOULD LIKE TO SAY:

“The students from Duke’s Aldridge were a real 
credit to their school, representing their peers 
with confidence and passion and wonderful 
creative energy. We really hope to be able to work 
with these students again in the future - such 
talent! Keep on creating”(Angie Smith, English 
Teacher).

The creative pieces Dukes Aldridge Academy 
students produced will be featured in the 
Haringey Unchained blog and a published 
pamphlet by the beginning of the academic 
year. 

HARINGEY UNCHAINED 
WORKSHOP AT SOAS 
UNIVERSITY

10 fortunate year 8 students participated in 
an exciting and engaging workshops at SOAS 
university, hosted by Haringey Unchained 
(Haringey 6th form college).
Students participated in different creative writing 
workshops produced to get students creative 
juices flowing!

DEVELOPING HEALTHY 
ATTITUDES TO 

RELATIONSHIPS: YEAR 
8 WORK WITH CHARITY 

TENDER
Year 8 student Akua Reeves took the initiative to 

contact charity Tender to work with students at Duke’s 
Academy. For her wonderful commitment to promoting 

equality and healthy relationships in the lives of young 
people, she was presented with an award from Oscar 
Award-winning Actress Olivia Colman at the National 

Theatre. As a result of her hard work she also secured a 
two day workshop for 30 students her in the school. 

Over the two days, students took part in a range of fun 
activities to educate and empower them to tackle the 
issues surrounding healthy and unhealthy relationships. 

Students said they “loved the drama activities and came 
away with a much deeper understanding of the issues”. 
Another student said, “the workshop has really shifted 

my perspective on relationships. I hope I can make a 
difference in the future”.

Impressively, the 30 students then delivered an assembly, 
entirely independently, to over 150 of their peers to 

spread the message of the workshop. 

I have learnt how to use my 
creativity and ideas towards 
something I’m doing and how 
to cope with life in my further 
education. It was nice meeting 
everyone there and it was the 
best trip I have been so far in 

my secondary years

HELIN INCEDAL
8K

“

”
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FAREWELL
MS WILKINSON

The students at Duke’s are such inspiring, friendly 
and wonderful young people that it really is 

a wrench to leave. I have so many wonderful 
memories of trips to the British Library, Poetry by 
Heart, the Speak Out Challenge, the poetry tip to 

Belgium, the Wild Creatures book club, the creative 
writing club, the Tender workshops, not to mention 
the literally thousands of moments I’ve spent being 

motivated in the classroom by the energy and 
intellect of our young people. I will genuinely miss 
everyone and wish everyone the very best for the 

future.

FAREWELL
MS VEERAPPA

My journey at Duke’s started twenty two years ago and I 
can still remember the day I came in for my interview and 
I was offered a job as a French teacher. I can’t believe that 
the 19th of July will be my last day here. I am feeling very 

sad and emotional.

On many occasions people have asked me why I have 
stayed in this institution for such a long time.  The main 

reason is that the students at Duke’s deserve to be taught 
by good and caring teachers who have high expectations 

of what they can achieve whatever their ability. 

The students I have taught and tutored over the years 
will always have a very special place in my heart. 

I would like to say a big thank you to all the parents 
who have supported me over the years and for their 

acknowledgement of what I have done for their children. 
I will miss the long queues of parents waiting patiently 

to see me to talk about the progress of their children at 
Parents’ evening.

Now I know how painful it is to say goodbye to 
people I have worked closely with over the 

years. Thank you to all staff who have 
helped me in one way or another. 

Encore une fois, merci beaucoup 
à tous et au revoir!

Madame Veerappa
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FAREWELL DR KELL
When I first joined Duke’s, I was quite disillusioned 

with my career and had had a difficult time. My years 
here have been amongst the very happiest in my career, 

thanks to my great colleagues and the remarkable young 
people I have been lucky enough to work with. If you get 

a job in the future that makes you as happy as my job 
has made me, you will be very lucky!

Thank you for inspiring me daily. Thank you for 
challenging me to be a better teacher and a better 

person. Thank you for trusting me. Thank you for 
TRYING, even when the work was really challenging. 

Our students have so much potential, and I am genuinely 
excited and hopeful for a future in which you become 

the leaders and the lawyers and the artists and the 
plumbers and the teachers. It has been a huge pleasure 

and I will remember each of you, always.

GOODBYE 
MS VEERAPPA FROM 

THE MFL DEPARTMENT
It is with a heavy heart that the MFL Department bids Mrs Veerappa 
‘adieu.’ In the same way that I could rely on seeing Princess Diana on 

the front pages of national newspapers, I learned to rely on seeing 
Mrs Veerappa every morning at school for most of the year. She was a 

constant who will be greatly missed.

Mrs Veerappa dedicated 22 years to teaching French at Duke’s and has 
inspired many students during this time – not only as a dedicated French 
teacher, but also as an outstanding form tutor. French chic and Mauritian 

cuisine typifies Mrs Veerappa and it will be impossible for 
anyone else to live up to that.

We wish her all the best in the next chapter of her life.

Ms P Anthony - Subject Leader 

SCIENCE FACULTY

YEAR 10 STEM DAY AT 
LAET

This year, fourteen of our students 
participated in Year 10 ‘New Horizons’ 

STEM Day at London Academy of Excellence 
Tottenham.  The aim of the day was to inspire 

students to pursue their interests in science 
beyond GCSEs.

Throughout the day, students attended A-level 
taster sessions in Mathematics, Physics, 

Chemistry, and Biology. In these sessions, 
they were challenged with new problems that 
required logical thinking, reasoning, research, 
and hands-on experiments. Students worked 

collaboratively with pupils from other schools, 
solving problems in small teams.  

At the end of the day, our students got a 
chance to see a chemistry show called ‘As if 

by magic’. Numerous chemistry experiments 
were put on display and the science behind 

them were explained by an eccentric 
chemistry teacher/performer. Students were 

very excited to see all the “cool experiments 
with liquid Nitrogen”. 

Our students demonstrated many of the 
Duke’s attributes and represented the values 

installed in them. But what I admired the most 
was their social competence, in addition to 
their academic abilities, which distinguished 

them from others: their ability to create a fun, 
stimulating, and inclusive atmosphere without 

someone else promoting them. It was amazing 
to see the students learning and developing 

socially on this day. 

 Written by Miss A Thapa 

It was an amazing 
experience because I got to 
learn a lot of stuff that was 

beyond my level and it shows 
that there’s way more stuff 

that I’d like to know

BURHAN Y10

“

”

There’s a lot more to science than 
what meets the eye. From the STEM 
trip, I’ve learned that there’s so much 

more about science we don’t know. 
My favourite part of the day was the 

petrol explosion, when one of the 
teachers made a hole in the ceiling. 

I also liked beating Ms Thapa at 
Uno. Overall the trip was a fantastic 

experience - we all enjoyed it.”  

GIOVANNI

“

”

BRITISH SCIENCE WEEK
This year’s British Science Week theme is Journey. For 
science teachers at Duke’s, the journey comes in many 
forms: the journey of technologies that have enabled 
humans to live better lives, the journey of thought from 
cave dwellers to Einstein and the journey of weapons 
from bow and arrow to energy-cascading nuclear chain 
reactions. Students present for these were charmingly 
engaged and jumped at the chance to contribute to many 
activities. Instant ice-cream making was a particularly 
popular pastime, especially amongst the Year 8s (and their 
AC!). 

Themes throughout registrations ranged from Flat Earth 
conspiracy theories to Black holes and how much meat 
we should eat. 

In assembly we saw sparks fly and money being not-quite 
burned: thankfully none of the demonstrators were hurt 
(only the dignity of their hairstyles was damaged). Rayhan, 
Y7, said “The assembly was exotic and interesting!”

On Thursday afternoon in F17 Mr Preoteasa and 
Ms Thapa led a crash course on relativity for 
students interested in higher level physics. 
We took them on a tour of modern 
physics and explained how gravity 
distorts space-time and why time 
slows down the faster you go. 

Overall, another successful year for 
science!

Mr F Preoteasa 
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Loved it! I got to finally 
stand out with my friends 
in the Union Chapel. Lots 

of fun!

SARA

“

”

It was a unique show with 
the opportunity of meeting 

and performing with 
Grammy award winning 

musicians

LIYAH

“

”

I just felt so alive. It 
was a lot of fun and it 

was like I could be 
my true self!

LAAIBAH

“

”

COMMON & KIND 2019 
What an opportunity! On 27th June, Duke’s choir 

members visited the prestigious Union Chapel 
for ‘Common & Kind 2019’ which has been host 

to many famous artists such as Elton John, Ellie 
Goulding, Amy Winehouse and Ryan Adams. The 

choir performed as part of a massed choir of four 
hundred singers including school partnerships 

from Haringey, Brent, Hackney, and Tower Hamlets, 
as well as adult choir and refugee partnerships and 

a sensational line-up of professional solo artists. 

Common & Kind is an organisation that holds 
annual concerts bringing musicians together, all 

with one thing in common; a love of music. In 
preparation for their annual event, Duke’s Choir 

members took part in a number of workshops 
with Michael Soloman Williams, the founder of the 
organisation. Students also worked in partnership 

with Alexandra Park School and enjoyed singing 
with their choir members.

On the day of the concert, Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy choir left school at 3.30pm and made 

their way to the Union Chapel in Highbury & 
Islington. It was exciting for the choir to finally 

piece together their parts and perform them 
as one with all the other choirs and musicians. 

After hours of rehearsals, the concert started at 
8pm. Duke’s choir performed three songs, as well 

as watched many fantastic performances from 
professional musicians. The concert finished just 

after 10pm and although it was an exhausting day, 
students were very grateful for the experience 

and look forward to more in the future!

DRAMA DEPARTMENT 
NEWSLETTER ARTICLES – 
SUMMER 2019

It’s been a busy term as ever for the Drama 
department at Duke’s Aldridge Academy. We’ve 
had the regular partnership with Chickenshed 
running now for 7 years – an amazing achievement, 
a huge number of our students have benefitted 
from this partnership; taking part in workshops, 
watching shows and learning from Chickenshed. 
Many thanks to Chickenshed for everything they 
do for us! – Mr Bawden

STANDPOINT 
THEATRE 
PROJECT 
(IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH LINKLATERS)

In Summer Term 2019 a group of year 9 Drama 
students have been taking part in the ‘Standpoint’ 
Theatre project with Theatre Centre and 
generously supported by Linklaters. The students 
worked for six weeks with theatre directors 
to produce a speech based on politics and 
viewpoints. The students then went to present the 
work at Linklaters to a group of legal executives. 
Congratulations to all the students involved in the 
project they did us proud!

WEST END THEATRE TRIP – 
‘CAROLINE, OR CHANGE’

On Thursday 24th January a group of year 9 students from 
Duke’s Aldridge Academy were lucky enough to see the West 

End production of ‘Caroline, or Change’ at the Playhouse 
Theatre. The musical tells the story of Caroline, a maid 

working for a family in Carolina in the early 1960s. Issues 
of segregation, race and politics of the time are played out 

through song and movement in the amazing production. 
The students were lucky enough to be treated to a post-
show discussion and met some of the cast following the 

performance. It was an amazing experience and the students 
loved every minute of the incredible show.

It was a great 
experience!

SHENIQUE

“

”

It was 
amazing!

EDEN

“

”

DUKE’S GOT 
TALENT
Well done to all of the competitors who 
took part in ‘Duke’s Got Talent 2018/19’. We 
witnessed an amazing evening of talent that 
included dance, spoken word poetry, original 
compositions, rap, musicianship and stand-
up comedy. The competition was tight but 
after much wrangling the Heads of House 
unanimously awarded Naphtali (Wallis House) 
first place for his incredible dance piece – a real 
crowd-pleaser. Second place went to Ubaidul 
(Tull House) who stunned the audience with 
an emotional and heartfelt rap. Third place was 
shared equally by Filip (King House) for his 
amazing stand-up routine, Weronika (Adkins 
House) for her incredible self-penned song and 
Alice (Byrne House) for her excellent piece of 
spoken word poetry.
Overall, however the night belonged to ALL the 
competitors for showing amazing levels 
of passion, determination, risk-taking 
and creativity. What a night!
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HUMANITIES FACULTY
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YEAR 8 DROP DOWN 
DAY – REDUCING OUR 
PLASTIC BOTTLE USE 

AT DUKE’S!

Year 8 students spent the day looking at 
the impact of our plastic bottle use on 

our local and global environment. Students 
completed a carousel of activities which 
included; research, debates, stepping into 
action, writing to local MP’s and making 

gardens out of used plastic bottles. 

GCSE GEOGRAPHY 
FIELDWORK TRIP TO 
SOUTHEND

On the day of the trip, we all were excited with 
high expectations - which were met as we went 
through the day. We had tasks to do on the 
coach about longshore drift which refreshed our 
memory. We were split into groups to collect 
primary data on how effective groynes are in 
Southend by measuring beach profiles and carrying 
out drop heights. As we tackled through the 
swarm of insects, the crabs and the heat, we were 
given an hour to have free time in the Adventure 
Park. In my opinion, I think it was an amazing day 
which we had fun and the opportunity to partake 
in learning which will help us with our Paper 3 
exam. Dahir year 10.

A TRIP TO THE 
TOWER

On Thursday 4th July the History 
department took a group of thirty 

Year 7 students who had demonstrated 
exceptional progress throughout the year on 
an educational visit to the Tower of London. 

This trip linked very closely to the curriculum, 
and students were able to see a real Norman 

castle, and witness the locations of the 
apparent murder of the Princes in the Tower 

and the execution of Anne Boleyn. 

On a swelteringly hot day, students did 
themselves great credit in their stamina as they 
walked around this heaving tourist destination. 

It was a fantastic opportunity to visit such an 
important historic site at first-hand and really 
brought History to life. We were very proud 

that a tourist passing by commented that 
‘They look so smart in their uniforms – these 

students are very advanced!’

Pupils had the opportunity to pretend to be a 
cavalryman in a virtual simulation, and enjoyed 
perusing the various royal treasures on display 
in the Tower Armoury. For many students, the 

highlight was seeing the Crown Jewels up close, 
their gems glistening in the darkly lit vaulted 

chamber in which they are kept.

Zahra Abdi-Shahar (7V) stated ‘I loved 
exploring the torture chamber, seeing the 

horrible rack and other instruments of pain’. 
Haytham Ali Aziz 7H commented that ‘It was 

interesting seeing the crown jewels and all the 
old armoury’. Rojin Aygun in 7G summed up 

the trip beautifully in saying it was ‘amazing – a 
trip to never forget’. 

17

A DAY OF 
ACTIVISM!
On Wednesday 26th June, Year 8 History 
students enjoyed a day of activism. Working 
in conjunction with the charity ‘Facing History’, 
students reflected on a number of historical case 
studies to encourage and empower students to 
actively campaign for and celebrate their differences.

Students initially began by creating their own unique 
identity charts, reflecting on what made each of 
them special. From this starting point, students then 
discussed what would happen if their identities came 
to be threatened in any way.

We then explored examples of people from History 
who actively campaigned to preserve their identities: 
Martin Luther King, Emmeline Pankhurst and Helen 
Keller. Before break, pupils presented their findings 
to the class.

Students explored the UN human rights charter, 
considering ways in which people and places around 
the world currently may be having their rights and 
identities threatened. Finally, we created an identity 
artwork as a group to celebrate all the things that 
make Duke’s students unique and brilliant.

At a time when the world seems increasingly volatile, 
uncaring and anxiety-inducing, a day like this helps us 
all understand that we are all empowered to make 
a difference. History offers us the tools to l
earn about the past in order to change 
the future.

It made me 
feel powerful. 
Amazing day’

BILAN AMIN

“

”

It was a 
great day!

ADRIAN 
MUNOS-DELGADO

“

”
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PROBLEM SOLVING 
MATHS WORKSHOPS

15 Year 10 students took part in a 
series of problem-solving workshops, 
run by the Advanced Maths Support 
Programme and supported by the 
London Academy of Excellence Tottenham.

These workshops were aimed at developing the 
problem-solving characteristics that ensure success 
when studying maths at GCSE, at A Level and beyond. 
They were appropriate for students who are thriving on 
the GCSE Maths course, and are considering studying 
Maths (and perhaps Further Maths) at A Level. The 
content of the course was engaging and focused on 
how students can develop their approach to unfamiliar, 
challenging problems using the skills they have learned in 
their regular Maths lessons and new skills taught by Mr 
Angus Gorgono ( the course leader).

The 10 intense workshops ran weekly between 3.15pm 
and 4.30pm from February to May.  The students 
attended each session and learnt how important it is to 
not give up, to endure and the satisfaction of solving a 
problem you never believed they could, a valuable life 
skill.

MATHEMATICS & ICT FACULTY

Inspire to Excel

YEAR 10 MATHS FEAST
The Advanced Mathematics support 

programme’s annual ‘Year 10 Maths Feast’ 
took place  earlier this year at The London 

Academy of Excellence in Tottenham.

This is a national competition which 
combines mathematical, communication and 
teamwork skills and offers students another 
way to express and develop their enjoyment 

of mathematics.

“It’s a great opportunity for us to think 
creatively with some of the challenging 

problems” Godfred  

The following students made the academy 
proud as they represented us in this year’s 

competition.  They came second in 2/4 
rounds and scored consistently high in all 

rounds. 14 schools were there. 

The two teams of students were;
Richelle 10T     Direnc 10T
Berat 10T     Godfred 10T

Sulaiman 10H     Giovanni 10K
Shugri 10R     Ahmed 10R

They all worked hard as a team 
to solve problems from four 

different rounds - a merry- go 
- round,maths comprehension, 

higher or lower and a 
maths relay. 

Ms K Ryan
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Although we didn’t win, I 
can leave with my head held 
high knowing that there’s so 
much more to maths that I 
can learn, there’s no excuse 

not to

GIOVANNI

“

”

I have really, really enjoyed 
these sessions and I have 

seen how much I have 
improved

GODFRED ADOMAKO
10T

“

”

GCSE 
STATISTICS 
2019 – YEAR 10 
STUDENTS
58 students in year 10’s top set sat their GSCE 
Statistics paper this summer.  The Edexcel GCSE 
consists of two calculator papers with the following 
weighting:
Paper 1 = 50% (Thursday 13th June 2019 pm)
Paper 2 = 50% (Tuesday 18th June 2019 am)

The GCSE Statistics qualification develops skills that 
students will use in other subjects such as science 
and geography, and reinforces techniques needed for 
GCSE maths as well as supporting progression to A 
level maths. Real-life scenarios helped to capture their 
interest and give them an insight into the importance 
of statistics in the real world.  

Students had an early exposure to GCSE exam 
preparation and felt a positive impact on perseverance, 
resilience and focus.  One student, Berat Topal 10T, 
‘Spent hours online searching for online resources’ , 
found some extremely useful online flashcards and 
revisions notes which he shared with all the 
classes.  Students also created revision videos 
and PowerPoints to help each other’s progress.   

Although the course was challenging, 
interesting and demanded a lot of justifying/
interpreting answers.  Overall students were 
motivated, engaged and determined to achieve 
their full potential.  We look forward to results 
day!

K. Ryan

BETT SHOW 2019
Our annual ICT and Computer 
Science educational visit to the 

Bett Show at the Excel Centre in 
Docklands was held on the 25th 

January 2019. Now in its 35th year, 
the exhibition showcased the latest 
technology and innovative solutions 
available in the ICT, Computing and 

Education community. Approximately 
60 pupils attended the visit, and the 

event was a success; the pupils were 
enthusiastic, excited and engaged. 

A number of popular companies such 
as Microsoft and Pi-top unveiled new 

products. For example, Microsoft 
introduced a series of new Windows 

10 devices for the classroom alongside 
launching its Classroom Pen, for use 

with its Surface Go device. Pi-top 
unveiled its new modular computer 

called the pi-top [4], allowing learners 
to create, control and programme 

everything from flying drones to 
lighting systems. There were also many 

workshops and seminars throughout 
the show, delivered by people from all 
over the world; this got the students 

thinking about innovation and gave 
them the opportunity to envision 

possible career pathways. 

The pupils participated in several 
educational activities, played games 
and trialled new technologies and 

products. In addition, the pupils 
collected many freebies and 

educational resources at various 
booths throughout the exhibition. 
They also had the opportunity to 

listen to multiple presenters such as 
Innovators, Scientists, and Professors 
regarding the future of Technology in 

Education. 

Overall, the students and 
staff members enjoyed the 

experience and we are already 
looking for to next year.

Nickeisha Henry 
Subject Leader for ICT and 

Computer Science 

FAREWELL MR WHITE

It seems like only yesterday that I first walked through 
the doors of the then Northumberland Park School.

19 years and 5000 pupils later I find it time to hang 
up my teaching gown for the last time. When I see the 
new pupils arrive every year I cannot help but notice family 

resemblances, when I ask “did I teach your sibling”, the 
answer is “no, you taught my parent”!

It has been a privilege to work with such a dedicated team, 
raising achievement year on year, not just those high academic 

achievers, but those also in the arts and entertainment 
business who have gone on to achieve worldwide success. 

I wish ‘Duke’s’ continuing success for the future.

Yours
Mr P White

Bsc.(hon) Mathematics
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

The number of students attending clubs is so big now 
that our young people are having to be turned away at 
the door. The badminton club at lunch and after school 
has grown to the point students are running to the
sports hall to ensure they get a court. Tuesday after 
school Badminton sessions are so competitive, we are 
getting teachers attending to challenge our students. 
There has been the introduction of the girl’s rugby 
session during core PE which has taken off and the 
students are ready to get muddy and physical on grass. A 
big thank you to Lea Rowing Club for the introduction 
of rowing they now offer us. We have been given the 
opportunity to award 6 student’s full scholarships that 
will enable them to build the skills and talent they will 
need to take rowing on for future opportunities. This will 
lead to our students being taken to the rowing club to 
take part in session on the canal.  Handball has now taken 
over in popularity from football, games are getting very 
intense and played to a very high standard. The teachers 
themselves now play with the students to raise the levels 
of all. We as a school are now playing other schools in 
competitive games and are coming out winners due to 
the commitment and drive of our students. Period 0, 
lunch and 6 have been going for a while with students 
attending GCSE clubs. This is an opportunity for our 
students to increase practical skills and let off steam. The 
year 7 football team is going from strength to strength 
with them playing fixtures in preparation for next season. 
The dedication of our students to their sports and the 
enthusiasm they show to take part in any club offered 
to them is what makes us do what we do for them. 

MFL

RUGBY TRIP TO 
HARROW RUGBY CLUB
On Thursday 23rd May, 16 Year 9 students 
travelled by minibus to Harrow Rugby Club for 
Project Rugby’s first festival of the season.  After 
having Project Rugby in some of their lessons, 
the opportunity arose for them to improve and 
further their skills in Rugby by attending this 
festival.  During the day they were introduced to 
other likeminded rugby players, shown different 
ways to warm up and different skills involved in 
touch rugby and by the end of the day everyone 
was taking part in half pitch games, running 
forward and scoring tries.  Shaniqua said ‘The trip 
was a great experience because we got to play 
with other schools and we got a free t-shirts!’  We 
look forward to being invited to the next Project 
Rugby festival and getting more students involved 
with the game of Rugby.

NETBALL MATCH
This year’s Staff v Students Netball Match was 
another enjoyable but competitive game!  The 
Year 9 team and Zerda in Year 10 pulled on their 
bibs and played a very fast but brilliant game of 
Netball to beat the teachers 4-2!  Lidia said ‘I 
really like Netball and to play against the teachers 
was a very funny thing!  They didn’t really know 
the rules and they kept getting stopped.’   Thanks 
again to all the teachers and students who dug 
out their trainers and played in the match.  Better 
luck next year teachers!
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YEAR 7 FOOTBALL
In preparation for moving to 11-a-side 
next season for the first time our Year 
7 football team drew 3-3 with Harris 
Academy in an end to end game that 

saw excellent performances from Kieron 
Davidson and Antoni Mendes.

NFL
Dukes were also given the opportunity 

to meet up with NFL UK representatives 
to discuss a possible partnership in the 

future. We were granted backstage passes 
and a tour of the NFL facilities at the new 

Tottenham Hotspur Stadium as well as 
the opportunity to meet Efe Obada of the 

Carolina Panthers. Moving forward there 
will be the opportunity to take pupils on 
a tour and introduce some ‘flag football’ 

lessons in PE time. Watch this space! 
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Firstly, all students of Adkins House gave an 
outstanding performance for their sports day 
events showing off their talents in various ways 
but mainly using Adkins power to achieve their 
best for their house.

Furthermore, Adkins has been led by our House 
captain Dzhem (yr 9) helping our house points 
increase straight up to 2nd place overall. Our new 
captain for next year will be Tyrel (Yr7) who is 
already an excellent representative for the whole 
school and will most definitely raise the bar for 
Adkins. 

Moreover, carrying on with last terms theme 
of community we have continued on saying for 
when times get tough “UBUNTU” from the east/
south African culture having many meanings but 
we are using “What happens to you happens to 
me, we need to stick together”. This has had a 
positive impact on our behaviour where students 
have been winning more competitions and feeling 
more of a community.

Finally, in line with Article 26 (Social security) 
& Article 27 (adequate standard of living) our 
chosen Charity “Childhood trust” and our chosen 
global goals will be managed and promoted by 
our House representatives Tyrel (yr7) Akua (yr8) 
& Deshawn (yr10) who have raised over £150 in 
charity money.

Mr Jaffer
Head of Adkins House

ADKINS HOUSE

Be life
curious;

grow your
creativity

“

”

Non-uniform Day 2019
Due to the sad passing of Mr Jason 
Duffy (Duke’s HR Manager) the money 
collected for non-uniform day 2019 will 
be donated to a charity in his honor.

Introduction

What a year it has been at Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy for Byrne House we have seen a 
great deal of success and some outstanding 
participation and performances by students in the 
House. 
Well done all!

House Prizes

Well done to the following students who 
were awarded prizes at the recent key stage 3 
celebration of achievement:
Mert Ali (7T) - for 100% attendance, perfect 
punctuality and an amazingly high number of 
House points in Byrne House

Helin Yadirgi (8T) - for excellent participation in 
House events, alongside excellent attendance and 
punctuality

House Points

It’s been a brilliant year with students going the 
extra mile to earn House Points. The following 
students represent the top 10 performers in the 
House:  
1. Serenity – 7V – 86 points
2. Maaida – 7V – 81 points
3. Mert Ali – 7T – 81 points
4. Jemma – 7T – 74 points
5. Rodrigo – 7T – 74 points
6. Imran – 9T – 67 points
7. Altan – 8V – 67 points
8. Grace – 8V - 62 points
9. Hatice – 9V – 62 points
10. Emirdzhan – 9T – 61 points 

WELL DONE ALL!

House Events

Well done to all the students who were involved 
in House events this year – Duke’s Got Talent, 
Charity Week 2019, Sports Day to name but a 
few!
Keep up the hard work and let’s look forward to 
all the challenges and excitement that 2019-20 wil 
bring!

BYRNE HOUSE

Be yourself.
Everyone else

is already
taken

“

”

Non-uniform Day 2019
Due to the sad passing of Mr Jason 
Duffy (Duke’s HR Manager) the money 
collected for non-uniform day 2019 will 
be donated to a charity in his honor.
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Introduction

What a year it has been at Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy for the mighty Tull House!
Many Tull House students have been getting 
involved with all sorts of activities and events at 
school – not just as part of Tull House but across 
the academy. Well done all!

House Points

It’s been a brilliant year with students going the 
extra mile to earn House Points. We’ve all worked 
very hard and at the time of writing Tull House is 
in the lead! Will we manage to secure first place 
at the end of term for the first time?! 
Congratulations to Sebi (&S) who has been 
awarded the most House Points for Tull House 
this year – well done! Has achieved an amazing 
123 House points this year. 

The ‘top 10’ Tull House Point achievers since 
September are:

1. Sebi – 7S – 123 points
2. Izayah – 7R – 120 points
3. Nasteha – 7R – 101 points
4. Begyum – 7R – 91 points
5. Melisa – 7R – 84 points
6. Burchin – 9R – 79 points
7. Luis – 7R – 79 points
8. Jerin  – 9S – 77 points
9. Tunar – 8R – 75 points
10. Didem – 7S – 74 points  

WELL DONE ALL!

Charity Week 

Charity week 2019 was an amazing success and 
we managed to raise a great amount of money 
for our House Charity – Young Minds. Highlight 
of the week for Tull House was Georgina winning 
the ‘keepie-uppie’ competition with 505 kicks/
flicks and hedders! An amazing achievement – well 
done Georgina! 

Don’t forget: YOU ARE THE HERO OF 
YOUR OWN STORY!

Mr Bawden

TULL HOUSE

You are the 
hero

of your own
story

“

”

Non-uniform Day 2019
Due to the sad passing of Mr Jason 
Duffy (Duke’s HR Manager) the money 
collected for non-uniform day 2019 will 
be donated to a charity in his honor.

End of  Year Wallis House Awards

7G - Rojin Aygun.  40 HPoints and no referrals.  No lates with 
98% attendance. Always early and pleasant. Willing to help, always 
smiling.  Was part of the Haringey Book Awards group. 
Ms Bolton and Ms Fernandez

7H - Haytham Ali Aziz.  Hatham is always answering questions in 
assemblies and getting involved in House activities when Ms Cox 
asks for volunteers.  He is a polite, intelligent and hardworking 
student.  Ms Khan

8G - Canika Rock.  Canika is one of the kindest most supportive 
students for the whole tutor group. All her teachers compliment 
her behaviour. She played an important role in the recent Tender 
healthy relationships workshop and is an all-round superstar.  Ms 
Akers

8H - Julia Korzeniowska.  Julia is an exemplar student. She gets 
involved in a number of activities and trips throughout the school 
as well as assemblies– she truly makes the most of what we offer 
here. She is dedicated to music and is currently studying for her 
piano exam. She always walks around with a smile on her face and 
is friendly and uplifting to students and staff alike.  Ms Doherty

9G – Cem Dogan.  For being polite, punctual and respectful.  Mr 
Scott and Ms Reece

9H – Tolga Mehmedov.  Tolga gets involved with every opportunity 
that is thrown his way.  He is enthusiastic in everything he does 
and wants to help make a better community.  Miss Cox

10G - Asho Hirey.  Asho is a pleasure to know and teach. She 
shows great maturity and dedication to her studies. But most 
importantly she is just a fantastic human. She’s becoming a 
wonderful young woman and I’m very proud of everything she has 
achieved this year.  Miss Wilkinson.

10H – Latifa Osman.  Outstanding Contribution to the Spelling 
Bee competition.  Ms Henry

Charity Week 2019

Another successful Charity Week at Duke’s Aldridge 
Academy!  We had a keepie uppie competition in the 
playground won by Georgina G with over 500 kick 
ups and Mrs Christopher won the ‘How many 
   sweets in the jar’ competition and bagged the 
          sweets.  Wednesday lunchtime saw a fantastic  
   Netbal Match between the staff and students,  
         where for the first time ever the
    students won!  Great work ladies 
             and we look forward to 

playing you again soon! Friday saw the yearly 
Bake sale in Purple Lane, which is always such a 
success!  Rachael in 8H said ‘I wanted to help decorate 
the cakes because I enjoy doing it.’  Thank you to all the 
students who helped with decorating and selling the cakes and 
other goodies.  Lastly a huge thank you to Miss Harrison and Ms 
Agyekum for all their help with the Bake sale.  This year we raised 
over £280 meaning that each of our charities will receive over £70. 

Jam Jar Army and the Women’s World Cup Sweepstake 
for St Francis Hospice

What a fun and creative way to collect money for our amazing 
Charity!  Each tutor group had a ‘Jam Jar’ and any spare change 
they had or coins they found lying around on the floor they 
popped it into the jar.  We also had a few superstars from 7H who 
went round and collected money!  Megija and Tauraya said ‘We 
collected the money because we knew that we could collect more 
money and then that would help people when they needed it.’  
This year we have collected over £122, just from being part of the 
Jam Jar Army!  A huge thank you everyone who threw in a penny 
or two.  

52 matches played, 3 top scorers with 6 goals each, 146 goals 
over the tournament and £90 raised for St Francis Hospice!  Ms 
Scoggins started the World Cup sweepstake for the Women’s 
World Cup 2019.  Congratulations to Ms Theou for pulling the 
winning team who were the USA.  Thanks to everyone who got 
involved.

Students with over 50 House points

Congratulations to all the student in the table for achieving 50 
House points or more this year!

WALLIS HOUSE

Individually
we are strong.
Together we 
are stronger

“

”

Priscilla Luaka 7G 104

Grzegorz Szokiera 9H 96

Artiom Grigoriev 8H 90

Andrea Bermudes Llumiquinga 10H 83

Elita Shaikhidova 8H 82

Britney De Jesus Amador 9G 79

Isaiah Rose-Abraham 7H 76

Evelin Nogradi 8H 71

Monica Morais 10G 70

Andreea Farimita 9H 69

Allen Rocha 9H 63

Melita Lami 7H 62

Desislava Arnaudova 8G 61

Andreea Avram 10G 57

Haytham Ali Aziz 7H 56

Oana Bouariu 8H 53

Alieu-Badara Faye 7G 53

Alin-Solomon Iordan 9H 53

Sevil Smilenova 7H 53

Dilek Ali 7G 51

Johnel Lynch 7G 51
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Duke’s Aldridge Academy
Trulock Road, Tottenham, N17 0PG

0208 801 0091
www.dukesacademy.org.uk

admin@dukesacademy.org.uk

@Dukes_N17

LOOKING FOR A SPACE TO HIRE OR
KNOW SOMEONE THAT IS?

We provide an outstanding range of facility hire ranging from classrooms, 
a theatre, drama studio, swimming pool, astro turf, sports hall and 
multi-purpose hall in the evenings, weekends and school holidays.

For more information, prices and availability contact us on: 

 0208 275 4830 or email

nla@dukesacademy.org.uk

Inspire to Excel
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SCHOOL TERM AND HOLIDAY DATES 
2019-2020 ACADEMIC YEAR

Important Notes: 
The five Teacher Availability Days will be set by each school

Public Holidays

Wednesday 25 December 2019
Thursday 26 December 2019
Wednesday 1 January 2020

Friday 10 April 2020
Monday 13 April 2020
Monday 4 May 2020
Monday 25 May 2020

Thursday 27 August 2020

 Autumn Term 2019  
    Starts    Ends    
 Autumn 1  Monday 2 September 2019 Friday 18 October 2019  
 Half Term  Monday 21 October 2019 Friday 25 October 2019  
 Autumn 2  Monday 28 October 2019 Friday 20 December 2019
 
 School Holiday  Friday 20 December 2019 Friday 3 January 2019
 Spring Term 2020 
    Starts    Ends    
 Spring 1  Monday 6 January 2020 Friday 14 February 2020  
 Half Term  Monday 17 February 2020 Friday 21 February 2020 
 Spring 2  Monday 24 February 2020 Friday 3 April 2020

 School Holiday  Monday 6 April 2020  Friday 17 April 2020
 Summer Term 2020  
    Starts    Ends   
 Summer 1  Tuesday 20 April 2020  Friday 22 May 2020  
 Half Term  Monday 25 May 2020  Friday 29 May 2020  
 Summer 2  Monday 1 June 2020  Monday 20 July 2020

 School Holiday  Monday 6 April 2020  Friday 17 April 2020


